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Introduction

Epocum is a decentralized application that provides transparent and

decentralized services over connectivity.

In a world dominated by digital finance we think at connectivity as a

good. And every good has value. The vision at the base of Epocum’s

platform is that there is a direct proportionality between the connec-

tivity of a web service and its economic value, where if connectivity

increases, its economic value also increases. This vision gives life to

smart sharing contracts, a typology of service integrated in the plat-

form that combines the transparency of the smart contract with the

media power of social networks to derive the best advertising service

to offer without any intermediary and on their own

The transparency outside the smart contract is derived by a decentral-

ized link shared over social networks or any other place on the internet.

The smart sharing contracts change the way sharing advertising worked

before. Until now, a web service could be advertised only on the as-

sumption that it wanted to be, now with Epocum everything is reversed:

a billion of websites are going to be advertised.

Web services owners can pay anyone to advertise their website by set-

ting a minimum amount of people they want to visit it. If promoters

meet their goal, the smart contract pays them accordingly! Web-owners
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Introduction ii

benefit immediately of an almost free advertising. The platform incen-

tivise users to share your service on their social networks. As your

connectivity increases, their income increases. If you are an influencer,

promoter or simple user you can increment others web services con-

nectivity by sponsoring them on your favorite social network. The more

visibility you bring them the more you earn.

In order to earn from their connectivity web services must meet three

criteria, one of those is that they must hold a percentage of EPM in their

wallet according to their connectivity. This way every website creates

its own economy.

With Epocum, for the first time, anyone can monetize their web service

with no need for ads, intermediaries or marketing affliliation.



Chapter 1

State of arts

The growing social economic complexity has generated an increase

in stakeholder interactions to generate profits. This has made it indis-

pensable for the creation of subjects, roles and figures created with the

aim of guaranteeing the validity of the services rendered. On the Inter-

net this trend is even more amplified.

Nowadays there are countless programs and applications capable of

performing all sorts of digital services but all directed by central au-

thorities who then outsource services and so on, while also limiting the

goodness of the service to be rendered.

With the advent of the blockchain and its subsequent evolution with

Ethereum, Dapps (Decentralized applications) would like to exclude

these intermediary services by giving greater confidence among to the

parties. All this revolves around smart contracts implemented as their

own life regime in the same platform (Fig 1.1).

These smart contract, with it’s own transparency, can work in any field

of work from simple web pages to complex bureaucratic entities and

even on real hardware.

1



1.1 Blockchain technology 2

Such applications are eternal, and base their activity by achieving a

smart contract on the blockchain and generate services for end users.

Figure 1.1:

Past: Intermediary are owner of your data;

Future: The cryptography and software legislate your data around the

network.

1.1 Blockchain technology

The blockchain is a distributed and decentralized database discov-

ered and adopted for the first time by Bitcoin to record users transac-

tions by taking advantage of the peer-to-peer technology. Anybody can

download it from the web and became a node of the network itself.

By extrapolating the blockchain definition from Bitcoin context you can

apply it in every scope where you need a relation between group of per-

sons. It can guarantee the correct exchange of equities and stocks, or

it can replace a deed and can certificate the goodness of an election,

by completely reinvent the concept of a polling station, because each

transaction is monitored by a network of nodes that guarantee its fair-

ness and can maintain its anonymity.

Many have come to believe that an open, trustless blockchain platform
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like Ethereum is perfectly suited to serve as the shared “back end” to

a decentralized, secure internet - Web 3.0. An internet where core ser-

vices like DNS and digital identity are decentralized, and where individ-

uals can engage in economic interactions with each other. As intended

by the Ethereum developers, Ethereum is a blank canvas and you have

the freedom to build whatever you want with it. The Ethereum protocol

is meant to be generalized so that the core features can be combined

in arbitrary ways. Ideally, dapp projects on Ethereum will leverage the

Ethereum blockchain to build solutions that rely on decentralized con-

sensus to provide new products and services that were not previously

possible.

Like Bitcoin, no one controls or owns Ethereum – it is an open-source

project built by many people around the world. But unlike the Bitcoin

protocol, Ethereum was designed to be adaptable and flexible.

1.2 Smartcontract technology

A more sophisticated concept from the same root of blockchain is

the smart contract, introduced by Ethereum Foundation in 2013. Smart

Contracts are software protocols that combine cryptographic faculties

that facilitate, test, or enforce, negotiate or execute a contract, or

avoiding the need for a contractual clause. Many types of contrac-

tual clauses can therefore be made partially or fully automated, self-

fulfilling, or both. Smart Contracts aspire to ensure superior security to

existing contract and reduce transaction costs associated with bargain-

ing. Like any transaction previously described in the blockchain con-

cept, any smart contract can also be managed and programmed within
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the same blockchain and executed and verified from any point in it.

Ethereum Foundation has created Solidity, an advanced programming

language specifically created for the creation, execution and control of

the same through EVM (ethereum virtual machine).

1.3 Web 3.0

Web 3.0 is a simple term with a much more complicated meaning,

which is why the simple question of "What is Web 3.0" may get you

dozens of different answers. One of the biggest difficulties in nailing

down a definition or metric for evaluating Web 3.0 is the lack of a clear,

distinct definition of it, especially compared to what we already know

about Web 2.0.

Most people generally have some idea that Web 2.0 is an interactive

and social web facilitating collaboration between people. This is dis-

tinct from the early original state of the web (Web 1.0) which was a

static information dump where people read websites but rarely inter-

acted with them. If we distill the essence of change between Web 1.0

and Web 2.0, we can derive an answer. Web 3.0 is the next funda-

mental changing both in how websites as all the services on a

network are created and more importantly, how people interact

with them.

Many have come to believe that an open, trustless blockchain platform

like Ethereum is perfectly suited to serve as the shared “back end”

to a decentralized, secure internet - Web 3.0. An internet where core

services like DNS and digital identity are decentralized, and where indi-
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viduals can engage in economic interactions with each other. Therefore

Epocum is a decentralized application built on Ethereum.

1.4 The problems

Every Web service is born by incorporating a certain economy from

the moment it begins its business in the web. Until now, this economy

could be monetized through third-party companies, but it has turned

out to be very poor and sometimes not so useful because advertising

is getting more and more pervasive, obnoxious, and intrusive:

Pop-ups, for example, interrupt the browsing experience at every turn,

creepy remarketing stalks users with the same display ad everywhere

they go, you can hardly read a news article nowadays without having to

scroll a dozen ads and accidentally clicking on one of these; when your

web’s service reputation and income is on stake it’s not quite a good

thing.

Furthermore, in response to this pervasive and intrusive advertising ac-

tion, the number of users that use ad block software is increasing year

by year: in 2017 the devices that used adblock were 615 million,

that is the 11% of the global internet population, becoming mainstream

across all ages 1. Even if adblock software started out with an utopian

idea to make the internet faster, less cluttered and safer from malware

it threatens the sustainability of many small or medium sized web ser-

vices.

Besides all this we see a growing lowering of remuneration for those

1PageFair, 2017 AdBlock report: www.pagefair.com/blog/2017/adblockreport/
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who generate (developer) and maintain (web-owner) web services and

this only accelerates the process of decay of the current adver-

tisign system.

Beyond that once online the service requires to be incentivized again

at the marketing level otherwise it remains static. The problems with

the traditional marketing, advertising and insertion system are

that they are not fully transparent for web owners, have poor economic

and image return compared to investments made, they make use of

less and less clear and effective promotion methods and you still need

to trust an intermediary that do it for you. Furthermore insertions mar-

keting system have other two problems:does not put everyone on the

same level and, knowing that the efficient sharing is the one made by

real users, it should be noted that the sharing by users on social media

is drastically decreasing 2.

2Facebook Users Are Sharing Fewer Personal Updates and It’s a Big Problem,

http://fortune.com/2016/04/07/facebook-sharing-decline/



Chapter 2

Epocum

To address the problems of advertising and remuneration through

classical advertisement systems listed in the introduction and to give

transparent and real connectivity data the solution was to develop a

new economic system, not controlled by a third party company through

which web services could self-finance themselves and use the platform

as a service in order to increment their web traffic (Fig 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Epocum schema
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2.1 Introducing Epocum

Our vision elevates the web service to a real entity having connec-

tivity as a reference economic base.There is a direct proportionality

between the connectivity of a web service and its economic value,

where if connectivity increases, its economic value also increases.

In order to earn from their connectivity web services must hold a per-

centage of EPM in their wallet according to their connectivity. This way

every website creates their own economy. All these millions of individ-

ual micro-economies create the entire economy of Epocum.

Epocum is a decentralized application based on Ethereum’s blockchain

platform that provides transparent and decentralized services over con-

nectivity and is equipped with its own economic system. The platform

has been designed and developed in order to allow anyone to invest

in their web service and make it remunerable based on its reputa-

tion, which for the first time it’s represented by the external connectiv-

ity. Any web service who meet the necessary requirements can join the

Epocum network and take part to the proportional reward distribution

of EPM tokens derived from their monthly connectivity.

The algorithm intends connectivity as the different monthly IP con-

nections to your web service. So is not the total traffic or visits of your

website but the total amount of people. The EPM token is a connection

derived token and is the fuel of the system.

Epocum provides a platform where web services owners, webmas-

ters, developers, influencers (youtubers, twitter stars, facebook

pages, etc.) or simple users can make their potential available to

evolve it’s own or others web service’s economy and make a profit from

the connectivity imported.
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The platform incentivise users to share your service on their so-

cial networks, so as to discourage the staticity towards which a web

service could be brought if there was no availability or the possibility

to start a marrketing campaign. All the structure behind the platform

is going to affect your connectivity and it’s affected by it.

In order to guarantee publicity, social channels are the first choice since

they have become commonplace in people’s lives. To advertise a web

service you have to be visible on the internet, on social networks in par-

ticular. Sharing and insertions are the most effective strategies. These

services are centralized, but at the same time decentralized channels

are being created that guarantee more transparency and reliability, as

well as security. In order to take advantage of the maximum me-

dia power and resonance for the development of our ecosystem, it

was necessary to make use of both supports: the first for the great abil-

ity to spread news, the second to ensure transparency and security in

the exchange of transactions. We therefore made the choice to gener-

ate something intermediate that had the greatest impact on both fronts.

So we created Smart sharing contracts.

2.2 Smart sharing contracts

Smart sharing contracts are not smart contracts, because they can

not directly influence the world outside the blockchain, but are a ty-

pology of service that allows to create smart contracts through which

users can generate decentralized links distributed over IPFS and

shared over social networks in order to maximize the media power

of the sponsorization that we provide.
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Decentralized links (dLink) hash are associated at the memory level to

an interface of the smart contract at the time of their creation, in or-

der to give to the network the possibility to trace back it’s creator from

the smart contract and certifying the approved connectivity level asso-

ciated with the ipfs hash without any error margin.

So the smart sharing contract is made up of 2 phases: the cre-

ation of the smart contract, where the creator set a connectivity target

requested for it’s own or other service to advertise, and the subsequent

acceptance of that smart contract by someone else. Acceptance is the

last phase of the smart sharing contract, and is when a user through his

wallet confirm that he can bring the connectivity target requested to the

creator generating it’s own dLink to spread over social, on this way the

Epocum network can start register all the connections entry from that

post, and at the moment of the achievement of the target specified, the

smart contract through the validation of our network guarantees you

the token payment.

So the output of a smart sharing contract is a dLink like this one::

QmT1X7ceQ2ZqFLnUeGAfuK6cBZBaB18DoHGFgmGkM7LAru.

But once you share it on social networks such as Facebook or Twitter it

will appear like the original link of the website you are sponsoring, like

a normal post.

The redirect process of the dLink works the same way as other ad-

vertisement companies links with the difference that this link is uned-

itable. Nowadays advertising links to share are centralized services

that you buy from companies, so the analytics of how much people
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clicked that link is first seen by a central authority and then is com-

municated to you, without any transparency. dLinks instead are decen-

tralized and the connectivity it’s seen at the same time both from you

and all others nodes of the network. This way there is a double relation-

ship with the network that guarantee you the correctness and security

of data.

In Figure 2.2 there is a visual overview of smart sharing contracts be-

havior.

Figure 2.2: Schema of basic smart sharing contracts typology behavior

There are three types of smart sharing contracts: pay for share

contract, pay for connectivity contract and earn for share con-

tract.

Let’s analyze more in detail the smart sharing contracts:
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• Pay for connectivity: The owner of a web service can create a

smart contract where he sets a goal of connectivity that he want

to reach and a total reward for the users that will accept that con-

tract and sponsor his web service. When promoters reach the goal

setted by the owner the smart contract ends and pays them ac-

cordingly based by the connectivity that each promoter brought.

• Pay for share: The owner of the web service can create a smart

contract where he sets a per user reward for the social sharing.

When a user accepts that contract it first has to be approved by

the smart contract owner, which will verify his social pages to

know better which type of promoter he is in business with. This

way the owner can choose the promoter himself and decline the

acceptance of the ones that are not suited for his business.

• Earn for share: This type of contract is intended to be used not by

web owners but users. Any user of Epocum can select a web ser-

vice, not necessarily linked to the platform, and share it through

our platform. The connectivity that the user brings to the web

service will be counted in the monthly reward distribution and the

user will take his share of EPM from that distribution. This way

the website increases his connectivity, without even doing any-

thing, and the promoter/influencer earn generated EPMs reward

from the connectivity they brought.

Users that will use this type of contract must comply to the same

rules for web-owners. You will need to hold on your wallet a per-

centage of EPM based on how much connectivity you bring to web

services.
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Of course each different contract will bring you different type of au-

dience and customers, which could differ from your real target. For this

reason the most secure way to arrive to your desired target is to use a

pay for share contract, where you can check by yourself what type of

audience the promoter could bring to you. If you use a pay for connec-

tivity contract instead you will get random audience that could or could

not include your target. In case of the earn for share contract, which is

a reverse advertising mode, it’s the user that sets the connectivity he

can bring to you, even if the web service is not present in the Epocum’s

network.

The smart sharing contracts changes the way sharing advertis-

ing worked before: it changes the investments, the trust between

parties and that from now on anyone can become an advertiser or pro-

moter and share web services on their social networks in exchange of

ETH, EPM or other ERC-20 tokens.

Furthermore the best sharing is the one that is made by real people,

and not bots or fake accounts. This is very important because advertis-

ers should understand that it is not the smart contract itself that brings

visits. The smart contract is just the fuse, it’s the next series of

events that counts. It can have unpredictable results, the complexity of

the network can be calculated up to a certain point.

Smart sharing contracts also creates new job opportunities: if you

are an influencer you can now decide what to sponsor just by selecting

a web service that suits you the most. You can share links on Facebook,

Twitter, Youtube and so on. The same goes for simple users that want

to become promoters and start sponsoring websites with their friends

on social networks.
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Figure 2.3: Example of a dLink shared on Facebook

2.3 Ownership, connectivity count and veri-

fiability

At the time of initial configuration of your web service, the platform

provides for a copy process of a script in your webservice. It is equiva-

lent to a digital ownership certificate of your service that is associated

with an instance of the epocum smart contract. This is both to physi-

cally declare your ownership of your service to the entire p2p network,

and to activate incoming connectivity counting.
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Figure 2.4: Example of a ownership script

2.4 EPM as connectivity based token

EPM is the currency generated by the platform and is the

economic and digital representation of connectivity itself and is

transferable between any service or simple wallet existing in ethereum.

Every specific number of blocks (that will be setted in the beta

and can vary from 1 month to three moths) occurs a reward dis-

tribution of newly created EPM based on the overall monthly con-

nectivity of the network. The quantity of EPM generated as reward will

be defined in the beta version of Epocum because it will depend on the

registered connectivity and general usage of the platform and number

of nodes. As a matter of fact the alpha version will be used as an incu-

bator of services that will help us to delineate an accurate connections

derived reward.

To access the reward a web service must follow those three rules:

1. Have a status of activity longer than 4 weeks

This time span is used by the platform to define a general aver-

age connection for service, this is essential to redistribute reward

from the most active web service to the least active web service,

thus creating a Web hierarchy.
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2. Reach the minimum percentage of required connectivity

The minimum connectivity required to take part of the reward de-

stribution is 100 connections/month. Also there is a maximum

connectivity that can be counted in the reward distribution and

that connectivity is 1 million connections/month.

So in Epocum a web service with 100 conn/month is considered

a sufficient service and one with 1 000 000 conn/month is consid-

ered an excellent service.

Setting up a maximum of 1.000.000 monthly connections serves

to prevent the exclusion of very large services and consequently a

large amount of capital.

3. Hold a percentage of EPM in the platform according to this

formula:

Y=-0.85 * 10−5X + 0.95

Where X is the personal monthly connectivity and Y is the minimum

percentage of EPM to hold. (Fig. 2.4)

Example: If a web service has a connectivity of 500 000 conn/month

the web owner has to hold in his wallet at least the 52,5% of detained

connectivity in EPM.

The set of these points just enunciated authorize the web service to

enter into a scalable digital financial system defined and immutable in

the smart reference contract on the Ethereum platform.

The capital has to be hold on the owner’s own wallet and serves to avoid

speculation as it happens in a normal market economy. Then this capi-

tal may grow or decrease based on external interests and factors.

This rule is also needed to motivate users to retain the largest number
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Figure 2.5: X is the personal monthly connectivity and Y is the minimum

percentage of EPM to hold

of EPMs in their wallet, allowing the same currency to influence its own

market value.

How we announced in the smart sharing contracts chapter users that

use earn for share contracts must hold on their wallet a percentage of

EPM based on the connectivity they brought. The same formula above

applies both to users and owners’ detention percentage. The token

distribution instead will be known with the beta version becouse it will

vary from promoter to promoter becouse it will depend on many factors,

like for example how many smart contracts that web service created, if

that web service is inscribed on the platform and, if the answer of the

last question is yes, how many connectivity that service has. The alpha

version will be important for us also for defining those distributions.

2.5 Reward distribution

In order to take part of the reward distribution besides respect the

three basic rules you will also need to become a node of the network,
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this means that you will always need to have a computer turned on.

By being a node your pc will do a simple proof of stake, that won’t

consume much computational power, but just to stay always updated

with the network: nodes will communicate with each other and will

check to have same information. This will increase the security and will

be mandatory, at least at the beginning.

Every month, relative to a single user, the system will run the proof

of connectivity on that node and will calculate the reward that node

deservs based on its connectivity.

2.6 Usage scenarios

Most of the usage scnerios described below are true scenarios de-

rived from our alpha tester web services.

La Locomotiva

La Locomotiva is the university online and printed newspaper of Peru-

gia. They have an average of 100 monthly connectivity from the peaple

that read their articles. They are using facebook as their channel of

distribution of articles.

The redaction of "La Locomotiva" can now use Epocum to self-finance

without using advertising and banners, earn at least the minimum nec-

essary to pay the domain and hosting at the end of the year and also

use smart sharing contracts to reach more people. With 100 connec-

tions they have to hold 95 EPM.

www.lalocomotivaonline.com
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Tingoshop

Tingoshop it’s a newly-created e-commerce that sell’s high quality t-

shirt printings. It has 60 monthly connectivities.

Thingoshop’s owner can use Epocum to spread the brand internation-

ally through the smart sharing contracts and in the mid time monetize

his e-commerce without marketing affiliation and advertising.

With 60 connections/month Tingo should hold 55 EPM in his wallet.

www.tingoshop.com

Ecobike

Ecobike is a start-up born with the aim of carrying out eco-sustainable

tourism events aimed at promoting the artistic, landscape and cultural

excellence of Umbrian territory by using zero impact mobility, in par-

ticular the assisted pedaling bicycle.

Epocum could be a possibility of income by monetizing their website

through it. They can allways improve and add contents to their blog so

that people can contribute them just by reading their stuff and support-

ing their service.

www.ecobikeitalia.it

Cannula

Cannula is a mix of blog and social network for students of Medicine and

Nursing where they can share clinical cases and discuss about medicine

in general.

Cannula could use the connectivity generated to earn EPM tokens and

pay websmasters, authors, editor chief , seo manager and other collab-

orators.
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www.cannula.it

Gian marco Silieri

Gianmarco is a web developer freelancer. He usually creates around 1

website per month, all types of sites: restauration, e-commerces, blogs,

personal websites, web applications, etc.

What happens is that every time he finishes a website he knows that

he’ll be asked to manage their website several times in the future. Now

he can ask to any singular website to use their connectivity in exchange

of those services and sum all his websites connectivity and earn from

that.

Promoter

Anyone can be a promoter, even you and me, you just need to be in-

side the Epocum’s network and accept smart contracts created by web

owners. A promoter can decide to share other’s web services and earn

ETH, EPM or whatever ERC-20 token that the web owner setted in the

contract.

Influencer

In marketing a person is called influencer if that person has the ability

to influence the behaviour or opinions of others: The influencer is the

individual whose effect on the purchase decision is in some way signifi-

cant or authoritative.

For example a youtuber with 40k subscibers or an instagram star are

considered influencers.

Influencer now have the power to choose a particular web service, let’s
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say www.tingoshop.com for example, and sponsor it on their social plat-

form. At the end of the month they will be rewarded by the platform in

EPM for the percentage of connectivity that they brought to that ser-

vice.

As you can see the usage scenarios are many and the ones above are

just a few that we have listed.

2.7 Fees

During the usage of Epocum’s services users will need to pay a fee

to Ethereum’s miners in order to insert informations into the blockhain.

This fee is important for the network protection against DDoS attacks

and fake advertisers, and also to stipulate contracts through which sin-

gle individuals communicates their intentions on global scale around

the network.

More ever none of those fees goes to Epocum or in any way is a

form of revenue for Epocum. Those are just regular fees that you

need to pay in order to keep decentralized services up.

Above all, the fees are calculated based on the amount of bit data that

is being inserted in the blockchain: so more information you want to

include more fees are high. Epocum’s programming team wrote the

code as little as possible in order to cut costs to the indispensable min-

imum. We have adopted the parallel use of ethereum and ipfs to pay

less fee because the information can be registered in ipfs and linked to

the smart contract.

Those are the services where you will need to pay fees:
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1. Account:

-Account activation

-Insert a website

2. Smart Social Contracts:

-S.S.C. generation

-Contract acceptance

2.8 Alpha v0.8: learning version

The alpha version, also called learning version, is ready to download

and runs on the Ropsten test network. With the alpha you can test and

familiarize with the platform and its basic features. Understand how

to activate your account, link your website and start the connectivity

count, create and accept smart sharing contracts and see some ana-

lytic data about your connectivity. During the alpha you will see the

connectivity brought by websites and dLinks.

In this release there will be no monetary distribution as it can be de-

fined in the white paper. The first reward distribution will start with the

beta release.

The alpha release will begin an incubation period of real web services

in the testnet mode, allowing them a relevant position in the next ver-

sion.
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Figure 2.6: Alpha release schema

2.8.1 Getting ready: Install Metamask extension

MetaMask is a bridge that allows you to run Ethereum dApps right

in your browser without running a full Ethereum node. MetaMask in-

cludes a secure identity vault, providing a user interface to manage

your identities on different sites and sign blockchain transactions.

Metamask is one of the easiest and well developed browser client around

and using Epocum with it will become really easy. It is not mandatory to

use Metamask, in fact you have the possibility to generate your wallet

by our service and store it offline, but it’s not the safest way until the

beta goes out. Please switch to the Ropsten test network to try Epocum

services in this alpha version.

2.8.2 Create your account

Firstly you have to understand that since Epocum is a decentralized

application you don’t need any mail authentication or to set any pass-

word. The platform automatically check if you have metamask, or any
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Figure 2.7: Screenshot of the platform’s homepage

other type of client wallets, or not. If you have metamask we link your

public address with your account and save it on the blockchain, so to

login we just need to check if you logged in Metamask with that pub-

lic address. If you are not using any client instead Epocum creates an

offline wallet for you, the login mechanism is the same as before but

this time we just check your cookies. So pay atention: if you erase your

cookies and you didn’t created the account with metamask or saved

your offline wallet after creation you could loose the access to your ac-

count. Please remeber to always write down your seeds or private keys,

they are the only way to access your wallet.

2.8.3 Charge your account

Since we are running on a test net if have metamask you can charge

your wallet by going to this address and click on "Request 1 ether from
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faucet". If you are using an offline wallet instead you’ll need to send

ETH to that wallet, a way could be create another wallet with meta-

mask, request 1 ether the way we saw before and send that ether to

your Epocum account address.

2.8.4 Activate your account

In order to communicate to the network your existence you will be

asked to make a transaction. To do so you need to have some credit on

the wallet associated with your profile.

Once you activated your account you can use the following Epocum ser-

vices:

- Pay for share

- Generate revenue from your monthly connectivity *

- Generate Smart sharing contracts *

- Manage your funds

* You can use those services only if you linked a website to your

profile.

2.8.5 Link a website to your profile

Link a website to your profile it’s really easy: click the red plus but-

ton, insert the address of your website and make the transaction to

insert it the blockchain. Then copy your ownership script by clicking

on the right icon, by clicking it he script will be automaticaly copied,

and paste it into the pages of your website before the end of the body

tag. We recommend adding it to your website template so that it auto-
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matically goes into each page of your site.

2.8.6 Create a Smart Sharing Contract

Click the "Create" button in the Smartcontracts box; insert the tar-

get of how many peaple you want promoters to bring to you. Then make

the transaction to convalidate the contract and make it official.

By clicking on the "View" button you will find all of your created smart

contracts.

2.8.7 Accept a Smart Sharing Contract

Click on the globe and go to the Discover section. Here you can

find all the available smart sharing contracts. You can see near every

contract the reward, the connectivity to obtain and the number of users

that accepted that contract.

Choose the contract you want to accept and click on it, a window will

appear asking for your confirmation and Metamask will ask you to ac-

cept the transaction in order to make it official. Once you accepted

the contract use the redirect link that is gived to you and share it on

facebook.

2.8.8 Manage your funds

Epocum offers you the possibility to manage your funds through our

wallet. You can see your current balance, the history of your transac-

tions and send ETH and ERC20 tokens.

Furthermore transactions never been easier. Connect your Facebook

account and send money to your friends that use Epocum simply by
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writing their names.

2.9 Beta: minting version

The beta version of our platform will be launched on Q2 2018 and it

will run on Ethereum main network.

In addition to the basic introductory features of Alfa v0.8, will have de-

centralized reward distribution to wallets attached to the services that

will become part of our network and will be implemented the pay for

share, pay for connectivity and earn for share contracts.

In addition will be the complete implementation of the entire decentral-

ized network protocol, guaranteeing more security.

Figure 2.8: Alpha vs Beta version
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Token sale and distribution

The token generation event will mint and distribute 400 million

EPM.

EPM is distributed immediately once ETH is send to the crowdsale

smart contract. This solution provides more security since the

crowdsale smart contract mints EPM when ETH is received. There-

fore, participants can send smaller amounts to verify whether they have

received EPM. Instant distribution is fair since the participants do not

need to wait for weeks to access the tokens. Instead once ETH is re-

ceived, EPM is minted and sent to the participants address.

The initial generation of EPM tokens is programmed by a smart con-

tract running on Ethereum and will be distributed as follow (Fig 3.1):

1. Token sale: will be allocated 300,000,000.00 EPM. Unsold tokens

will be added to the platform reward token distribution reserve.

2. Foundation: will be allocated 100,000,000.00 EPM, which will be

divided as follows:

Team: will be allocated 60,000,000.00 EPM.

28
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Marketing: will be allocated 25,000,000.00 EPM.

Advisors: will be allocated 10,000,000.00 EPM.

Bounty campaign: will be allocated 5,000,000.00 EPM.

Airdrop: will be allocated 1,000,000.00 EPM.

Figure 3.1: Pie chart with the percentage of token destribution

Will be applied holding rules to all tokens distributed to the core

team as follows:

Team: 80% of EPM will locked for 2 years

Advisors: 100% will locked for 6 months
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The alpha version, also called learning version, is downloadable now

for Windows and Ubuntu and runs on the Ropsten test network. With

the alpha you can familiarize with the platform and understand how to

activate your account, link a website and start the connectivity count,

create and accept smart sharing contracts and see some analytics about

your connectivity.

In this release there will be no monetary distribution as it can be de-

fined in the white paper. The first reward distribution will start with the

beta release.

The alpha release will begin an incubation period of real web services

in the testnet mode, allowing them a relevant position in the next ver-

sion.

The beta version of our platform will be launched on Q2 2018 and it will

run on Ethereum main network.

In addition to the basic introductory features of Alfa v0.8, will have de-

centralized reward distribution to wallets attached to the services that

will become part of our network and will be implemented the pay for

share, pay for connectivity and earn for share contracts.

In addition to this the beta will be downloadable, guarantying maxi-

mum security, and there will be the complete implementation of the

30
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entire decentralized network protocol.

In the beta will also be present a rank of websites, promoters and influ-

encers with they relative connectivity.

You can see our roadmap below:



Copyright 2017 Epocum.com

***

This protocol introduces a new standard for Blockchain connectivity

blocking, we reserve the power to update and revise this text in com-

pliance with demanding or future-proof logical improvements that can

be found in the future since the alpha edition for the evolution of the

same platform in the interest of all developers, lenders and the official

community.

Without explicit permission, anyone has the right to use, reproduce or

distribute any material in this white paper for non-commercial purposes

and educational use, provided that the original source and the applica-

ble copyright notice are cited.

DISCLAIMER: This White Paper is inteded for distribution solely on

information purposes. Epocum.com does not guarantee the accuracy

of the conclusions and statements reached in this white paper. More-

over, this white paper is provided "as is" with no representations and

warranties, express or implied, whatsoever, including, but not limited

to: (i) warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose,

title or noninfringement; (ii) that the contents of this white paper are

free from error or suitable for any purpose; and (iii) that such con-

tents will not infringe third-party rights. All warranties are expressly

disclaimed. Epocum.com and its affiliates expressly disclaim all liabil-

ity for and damages of any kind (direct or indirect, including loss of

profit) arising out of the use, reference to, or reliance on any informa-

tion contained in this white paper, even if advised of the possibility of

such damages.

Under no circumstances Epocum or its affiliates will be liable to any
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person, entity, partners, partner’s customer or end-users for any con-

sequential, incidental, direct, indirect, special or punitive damages, in-

cluding without limitation damages for lost profits, revenues, lost busi-

ness or loss of use of products whether or not Epocum advised in this

white paper or any of the content contained herein, that such damages

will or may occur, and whether such damages are claimed based on

breach of contract, negligence, strict liability in tort or any other legal

or equitable theory. No action regardless of form, arising out of this

white paper may be brought against Epocum.


